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Abstract: With the emergence of Big Data, the scarcity of data scientists to analyse all the data being produced in

different domains became evident. To train new data scientists faster, web applications providing data science

practices without requiring programming skills can be a great help. However, some available web applications

lack in providing good data mining practices, specially for assessment and selection of models. Thus, in this

paper we describe a system, currently under development, that will provide the construction of data mining

processes enforcing good data mining practices. The system will be available through a web UI and will follow

a microservices architecture that is still being designed and tested. Preliminary usability tests, were conducted

with two groups of users to evaluate the envisioned concept for the creation of data mining processes. In these

tests we observed a general high level of user satisfaction. To assess the performance of the current system

design, we have done tests in a public cloud where we observed interesting results that will guide us in new

directions.

1 INTRODUCTION

In a broad view, data mining is the process of disco-

vering interesting patterns and knowledge from large

amounts of data (Han et al., 2011). However, for

the correct application of data mining processes and

also for the evolution of the field, competent data

scientists are required, a resource in high demand

these days (Henke et al., 2016; Miller and Hughes,

2017). To fill such demand, more data scientists need

to be trained, which requires time due to the diver-

sity of disciplines to learn(Cao, 2017). Thus, by ab-

stracting somehow programming languages from the

data scientist’s path, we might reduce the necessary

time to train them.

Having the data mining process in mind, we deci-

ded to create a system that allows users to build work-

flows representing the data mining process. It will be

available through a web UI providing good usability

heuristics (Nielsen, 1994), and guiding the user in the

creation of data mining processes without requiring

programming skills.

The user will be able to create experiments based

on workflows composed by sequential data mining

tasks. These tasks will allow data insertion, prepro-

cessing, feature selection, model creation and model

evaluation. Some tasks will include parameters that

can be used in grid search along with nested cross

validation enforcing good model assessment and se-

lection practices (Cawley and Talbot, 2010).

To evaluate the envisioned system, we created a

first prototype and conducted usability tests using a

group of users familiar with data mining frameworks,

and another group of users without experience with

related tools, though having a background in statis-

tics, whom can also benefit with our software. We ob-

served an overall positive user satisfaction with both

groups.

To evaluate the impact of the current microservi-

ces architecture in the performance of the system, we

deployed it in a public cloud and realised tests using

datasets with different sizes. The results are interes-

ting and an incentive to guide us in new directions.

The remaining document is organised as follows.

In Section 2, we analyse related research and applica-

tions. In Section 3, we present an overview of the en-

visioned user interface and the system architecture. In

Section 4, we present preliminary experiments done

and the respective results. Finally, in section 5 we

draw the main conclusions of this work and point out

future research directions.

2 RELATED WORK

Some applications in production already provide the

creation of data mining processes without requiring
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users to hold programming skills.

Azure Machine Learning Studio1 is a publicly

available software-as-a-service solution that allows its

users to create data mining workflows by dragging

blocks that represent data mining tasks into a working

area.

RapidMiner Studio2 and Orange3 provide the

same concept as Azure Machine Learning Studio for

the creation of data mining processes. However, these

are local solutions.

The three previous tools require users to create

complex workflows to assess the performance of mo-

dels including different tasks and parameters. Cross

validation in Azure and Orange is just applied to the

model creation phase and does not include prior ope-

rations like feature selection which is a bad practice

for estimating the model’s performance (Cawley and

Talbot, 2010).

H2O Flow4 offers a fully distributed in-memory

ML open source platform that can be deployed in

clusters. The platform can be used from a web UI that

gives the possibility to apply machine learning (ML)

in a sequence of steps without requiring users to have

programming skills. However the user is limited to

uploading datasets and building models using the pro-

vided ML algorithms. Other data mining tasks (e.g.,

feature selection) are not available.

Weka5 is a local solution that enables the applica-

tion of data mining tasks to datasets. It can become

complex to build data mining processes composed of

multiple tasks and parameters.

(Kranjc et al., 2017) and (Medvedev et al., 2017)

are both research projects to provide cloud solutions

for the creation of data mining processes through a

web UI employing similar concepts (drag-and-drop)

as Azure, RapidMiner and Orange. Both systems do

not solve the problems exposed by the previous sys-

tems.

Besides RapidMiner, none of the above applicati-

ons provide the insertion of a data mining experiment

in a (nested) cross validation loop. It is also com-

mon to see in some of the previous systems that cross

validation is applied only to the final model without

including prior tasks, such as feature selection in the

loop, which is a bad practice (Hastie et al., 2001; Ca-

wley and Talbot, 2010).

Adding to the problems abovementioned, none of

these systems guide the user in the data mining pro-

cess.

1https://studio.azureml.net/
2https://rapidminer.com/products/studio/
3https://orange.biolab.si/
4https://www.h2o.ai/
5https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/

Having in mind these limitations, the following re-

quirements will be addressed in our system:

• Provide a web UI with good usability for non-

programmers to execute data mining tasks.

• Guide the user in the creation of a data mining

process.

• Provide different data preprocessing methods, fe-

ature selection and machine learning algorithms.

• Allow the creation of data mining experiments in-

cluding different tasks, features and parameters

for evaluation and selection of the best model (the

one with “best” features and parameters). Here,

good data mining practices will be guaranteed,

e.g., nested cross validation.

• Provide an application accessible from the cloud

where data mining workflows can be left running

and accessed later.

• Provide a scalable system to support a large num-

bers of simultaneous users.

3 DESIGN AND

IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we proceed to present the user interface

that was used in the usability tests and the architecture

as it is at the moment.

3.1 User Interface

The UI is divided in two key areas, as we can see in

Figure 1. The darker area on the left includes operati-

ons for creation and retrieval of workflows and data-

sets. It also enables the execution and interruption of

workflows that are built on the right area.

Figure 1: User interface - showing a dataset insertion task
and the option to insert a validation procedure after clicking
the plus button.

The area on the right is where the user builds the

workflow inserting tasks that compose a data mining

process.
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To guide the user in the data mining process, the

tasks are available for insertion according to a predefi-

ned grammar that is presented next in EBNF notation:

start = dataset_input val_procedure
val_procedure = ((assessment_method_1

{(preprocessing_1 | feature_selection_1)}
create_model) | ( assessment_method_2
(preprocessing_2 | feature_selection_2 |
create_model)))

preprocessing_1 = "preprocessing_method"
{val_procedure_1}

feature_selection_1 = "feature_selection_algorithm"
{val_procedure_1}

preprocessing_2 = "preprocessing_method"
{val_procedure_2}

feature_selection_2 = "feature_selection_algorithm"
{val_procedure_2}

create_model = "machine_learning_algorithm"
"eval_metrics"

assessment_method_1 = "cross_validation" |
"hold_out" | "t_v_t"

assessment_method_2 = "use_entire_data"
dataset_input = "dataset_input"
val_procedure_1 = (preprocessing_1 |

feature_selection_1)
val_procedure_2 = (preprocessing_2 |

feature_selection_2 | create_model)

In this grammar, the terminals are between dou-

ble quotes. These are specific tasks to be executed

and might have different representations. For exam-

ple, “preprocessing method” might be a z-score nor-

malisation or a min-max normalisation task.

In Figures 1 and 2 we show that when the user

clicks the plus button to add a new task, depending on

the current state of the workflow, s/he only sees the

tasks according to the previous grammar.

Figure 2: UI - Showing cross validation task (a validation
procedure task) and the tasks that can be used after.

In summary, the six types of task that can be used

in the workflow are the following:

• Dataset Input: a unique task where the user spe-

cifies the dataset to use. S/he can also choose to

remove features during this step.

• Validation Procedure: contains tasks that spe-

cify a method to be used in the creation of the

data mining process. The user can define if

the next tasks should be included in an asses-

sment/selection process (e.g., cross validation), or

if the tasks should be created using all data.

• Preprocessing: contains tasks that apply transfor-

mations to attribute values (e.g., z-score normali-

zation).

• Feature Selection: contains tasks to assess the

relevance of features for selection (e.g., Relieff).

• Model Creation: contains tasks for the creation

of models using different algorithms (e.g., Sup-

port Vector Machine (SVM)).

• Model Evaluation: contains tasks that specify

the metrics to use for performance evaluation

(e.g., recall and precision).

3.2 Architecture

The previous UI is part of a microservices architecture

that we illustrate in Figure 3.

In this architecture, a user can access the UI

through the UI Service that provides a web applica-

tion written in ReactJS, from which further requests

are done to our API Gateway that redirects the reque-

sts to different services accordingly.

The Tasks Service returns representations of data

mining tasks that can be used to compose the sequen-

tial data mining workflow.

The User Service enables users to login with a

username and a password and holds information re-

lated to users.

The Templates Service contains predefined tem-

plates of data mining workflows useful for certain

data and business domains.

The Datasets Service stores uploaded datasets in a

central file system (Network File System (NFS)) and

also returns data from the NFS according to users’

requests. The MongoDB in Datasets Service is used

to store metadata related to uploaded datasets.

Then, we have the Workflows Service that trans-

lates sequential workflows sent by users to a repre-

sentation that is understandable by Netflix Conduc-

tor6. The new representation is sent to the Conductor

Service that employs Netflix Conductor, and becomes

available to be processed by different Data Science

services/workers. The Workflows Service is also con-

tacted to return the status of workflows sent by users.

By using the Netflix Conductor technology we

can organise the tasks in a certain sequence and the

Data Science services can pull the scheduled tasks

and work on them in parallel and independently, fol-

lowing a competing consumers pattern (Hohpe and

6https://netflix.github.io/conductor/
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Figure 3: Current system’s architecture.

Woolf, 2003). Netflix Conductor allows that tasks ap-

pearing ahead in a workflow’s path are executed just

after the prior tasks have been executed.

The Data Science Services are multiple fine

grained services/workers that work on specific data

science tasks pulled from the Conductor Service.

These Data Science Services share files (e.g., data-

sets, models) between them by writing and reading

to/from the NFS.

The communications between all the services pre-

sented in the architecture are performed using the

HTTP protocol, mainly through REST APIs. All the

services can be scaled out independently.

To better understand how individual data science

tasks are processed in the system, in Figure 4 we pre-

sent an example of a translation from a sequential

workflow sent by the user (on the left), to its repre-

sentation in Netflix Conductor (on the right). This

translation abstracts users from the creation of com-

plex workflows, which is an advantage over other sy-

stems such as Azure ML Studio, as abovementioned.

Dataset input

Train-Test
validation
procedure

Feature Scaling

SVM

Classification
performance

Split Dataset

Feature scaling

Feature scalingSVM creation

SVM prediction

Calculate classification
performance

Figure 4: Example of a data mining workflow translation.

The sequential workflow sent by the user contains

the location of the dataset to use, the procedure to eva-

luate the process (hold out / train-test method), a fea-

ture scaling task that is followed by a model creation

task using the SVM algorithm, and finally there is a

task to show the classification performance of the pro-

duced model.

Upon receiving the workflow, the Workflows Ser-

vice translates it to the Netflix Conductor representa-

tion. In the new representation, the flow starts with

a Split Dataset task (split original data into training

and test sets), followed by a feature scaling task (ap-

plied to the training set). Then, an SVM creation task

(applied to the processed training set) and a feature

scaling task (applied to the testing set and using info

from the previous feature scaling task) can be handled

in parallel. The SVM prediction task (applied to the

processed test set and using the model created before)

appears next, and finally, we have a task to compute

the classification performance of the model. It is nor-

mal that tasks appearing ahead in the workflow use

data produced in preceding tasks.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section we present the tests done with a first

prototype of the system deployed on a cluster in Goo-

gle Kubernetes Engine7. For that we used 4 instances

with 2 vCPUs and 7.5GB of RAM each.

4.1 Usability Tests

4.1.1 Setup

The usability tests provided a crucial role in evalu-

ating the prototype and validating the paradigm of

7https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/
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1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,5 5

You understood the exercises that were assigned

Doing the exercises was a pleasant experience

This application is relevant to solve problems like

the Iris one

The application is attractive

The design is easy to understand

It was easy to find the required functionalities

The application met my expectations

Learning how to use this application was easy

You would use this application again to solve

similar problems

Would recommend this application to a colleague

Questionnaire results

TYPE A TYPE B

Figure 5: Average and standard deviation of the users’ responses.

constructing data mining processes using sequential

tasks. The tests consisted in having the users exe-

cute a few exercises using the interface and getting

their feedback. This feedback was then used to evalu-

ate the users’ experience, the usability of the interface

and the value that was provided to them, hence vali-

dating the concept.

We divided the users in two types:

• Type A: Users with no experience with data mi-

ning systems and no knowledge in data mining or

programming languages (8 users).

• Type B: Users with experience in data mining sy-

stems (mainly Orange), with knowledge in data

mining but without programming skills (11 users).

The usability tests started with a quick overview

of the platform and its functionalities, which took less

than 3 minutes. After this introduction and question

answering, we gave the users a script with a few exe-

rcises estimated to be solved in less than 20 minutes.

In the end we gave a questionnaire that the users had

to fill about their experience, and their thoughts on the

relevance of the system.

To keep the tests simple we decided to ask the

users to make six exercises using the iris flower da-

taset (Anderson, 1936).

The exercises were simple and intertwined, ma-

king the user have a feeling of progress during their

execution.

Briefly, the exercises that we asked them to per-

form were the following:

1. To scale the attributes of the dataset between the

values 0 and 1.

2. To create an SVM model and to use the hold-out

procedure to assess the model performance. Also

verify the accuracy and f-measure of the produced

model.

3. Same exercise as before, however including a fea-

ture scaling operation before model creation. This

was conducted to verify whether the user was

aware that tasks could be created and removed in

the middle of a workflow previously created.

4. To perform feature selection using the Relieff al-

gorithm and different numbers of features to see

which attributes would have the most predictive

capabilities.

5. To build an SVM model preceded by feature sca-

ling using the teo best features discovered in the

previous exercise and to use cross validation to va-

lidate the model.

4.1.2 Results

After performing the tests we asked the users to fill a

questionnaire, which allowed us to know how much

the users liked the interface, their experience using

the tool and if they found it useful. Each statement

could be answered as: totally disagree, disagree, inde-

cisive, agree and totally agree. To analyse the average

response and the standard deviation we converted the

answers to numbers, where number 1 translates to “to-

tally disagre” and 5 to “totally agree”.

As seen in Figure 5 the values are all above

average. The most satisfactory results were that users

found the interface easy to use, they would recom-

mend it to colleagues and that they would use it again

to solve related problems. The attractiveness of the in-

terface, even though it was very positive, scored lower

than the other metrics; this was expected since this is a

prototype and that part was not a priority. The results

acquired from type A users are lower than the ones

from type B. This showed that the users with no expe-

rience (type A) had more difficulty using the interface

which was expected, but surprisingly they found ea-
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sier to find the required functionalities and the design

simpler to understand.

Besides answering the questionnaire the users also

had a place to write suggestions, critiques and what

they liked the most in the application. This feedback

reinforced what was discovered during the question-

naire and it was very satisfactory. None of the criti-

ques were about the concept we aim to prove and the

things they liked the most were inline with the objecti-

ves we tried to achieve when building the application.

4.2 Computational Performance Tests

Basic preliminary computational performance tests

were done to assess how the system will behave with

the current architecture. We executed tests using two

randomly generated numerical datasets with a binary

response class: Dataset 1 containing 10000 rows and

1001 columns (34.2 MB) and Dataset 2 with 20000

rows and 1001 columns (68.4 MB).

Using each dataset we created 10 times a Naı̈ve

Bayes model and evaluated its classification perfor-

mance using 10-fold cross validation.

As a baseline, we performed the same experiments

with H2O deployed in an equal cluster.

The results can be seen in Figure 6.

0,00

50,00

100,00

150,00

200,00

Dataset 1 Dataset 2

T
im

e
 (

se
c.

)

Time to execute a data mining job

Our system

H2O

Figure 6: Tests performed with our system and H2O.

It can be seen that our system is slower in the pre-

liminary tests, but this is nothing we were not ex-

pecting, as we are storing intermediate results in a

centralised disk using NFS, while H2O stores them

in memory. We will address this issue in the future.

5 CONCLUSION

We presented a service for non-programmers to per-

form data mining experiments employing good ma-

chine learning / data mining practices. We prototy-

ped a cloud application following a microservices ar-

chitecture with an interface that aims to achieve high

usability metrics.

To evaluate a first prototype and validate the

paradigm of visual programming using sequential

tasks we made experiments with experienced and

non-experienced users which provided us satisfactory

feedback.

Future works will include not only more usability

tests with experienced users to improve the user inter-

face in aesthetics and functionality terms, but mainly

the investment in optimising the current architecture,

which might include exploring the storage of interme-

diate results in memory and other techniques that can

produce results faster.
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